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ABSTRACT
The integration of stabilized lasers, sources that generate spectrally pure light, will provide compact, low-cost solutions for applications
including quantum information sciences, precision navigation and timing, metrology, and high-capacity fiber communications. We report
a significant advancement in this field, demonstrating stabilization of an integrated waveguide Brillouin laser to an integrated waveguide
reference cavity, where both resonators are fabricated using the same CMOS-compatible integration platform. We demonstrate reduction
of the free running Brillouin laser linewidth to a 292 Hz integral linewidth and carrier stabilization to a 4.9 × 10−13 fractional frequency at
8 ms reaching the cavity-intrinsic thermorefractive noise limit for frequencies down to 80 Hz. We achieve this level of performance using
a pair of 56.4 × 106 quality factor Si3N4 waveguide ring-resonators that reduce the high-frequency noise by the nonlinear Brillouin process
and the low-frequency noise by Pound–Drever–Hall locking to the ultra-low loss resonator. These results represent an important step toward
integrated stabilized lasers with reduced sensitivity to environmental disturbances for atomic, molecular, and optical physics (AMO), quantum
information processing and sensing, and other precision scientific, sensing, and communications applications.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0091686

I. INTRODUCTION
Spectrally pure sources are critical for applications that

demand low phase noise and high carrier stability, including opti-
cal atomic clocks;1 microwave photonics;2,3 optical gyroscopes;4–6

quantum systems;7,8 atomic, molecular, and optical physics (AMO)
and applications;9–11 and energy efficient coherent fiber commu-
nications applications.12,13 Table-scale ultra-stable lasers employ
Pound–Drever–Hall (PDH) locking14 of the laser to a state-of-the-
art optical reference cavity, delivering linewidths as low as 10 mHz,
fractional frequency stability of better than 10−15 over ∼1 s, and high
laser output optical power.15–18 Such PDH-based designs minimize

cavity thermal noise sources by limiting the intra-cavity optical
power and employing a large cavity optical mode volume, ather-
malized design, and environmental isolation.19,20 In order to bring
stabilized laser technology to a wider range of applications, it is
critical to implement aspects of these widely employed designs in
a CMOS-compatible, wafer-scale, photonic integrated circuit plat-
form that can incorporate other components and functions21–23 for
higher-level functionality, to lower cost, size, and weight, and reduce
sensitivity to environmental disturbances.

There has been progress toward the miniaturization of stabi-
lized lasers based on PDH feedback designs. Compact, centimeter-
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scale whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators have been used
to demonstrate impressive semiconductor laser stabilization, reach-
ing the cavity thermorefractive noise (TRN) stability of 6 × 10−14

at 100 ms.24 A centimeter-scale fused silica cavity was used to
stabilize a semiconductor laser to 25 Hz integral linewidth and
1 × 10−13 stability at 20 ms.25 Designs that mitigate high- and
low-frequency noise components have been shown to reduce the
integral linewidth to 87 Hz and the fundamental linewidth to
3 Hz.26 These bulk-optic reference cavities leverage the well-known
inverse relationship between resonator optical mode volume and
thermally induced frequency noise24,27–29 to lower the TRN floor.
However, there has been limited progress in PDH-based laser sta-
bilization using integrated waveguide structures with careful fre-
quency noise and stability measurement and analysis.30,31 Other
well-known approaches to linewidth narrowing include semicon-
ductor laser injection locking32–36 based on intra-cavity nonlinear
optical feedback to lower the high-frequency noise and mid-range
noise down to the resonator-specific TRN floor.37–40 In general,
such injection locking approaches are limited to low laser output
power due to unwanted nonlinearities and nonlinear losses as well
as power-dependent noise sources [i.e., TRN and photothermal (PT)
noise] in the resonator and are not as widely employed in preci-
sion scientific systems as PDH systems. PDH stabilization minimizes
the optical power into the cavity to mitigate thermally-driven noise
and has much more stable frequency noise discrimination compared
to injection locking that suffers from frequency noise discrimina-
tion instability due to the path length fluctuation between the laser
and cavity.14,39 Therefore, there is a need for photonic integration
approaches to PDH cavity stabilized lasers and systems.

In this work, we report a significant advancement in PDH-
based photonic integrated laser stabilization, achieved by locking a
1550 nm Si3N4 waveguide stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) laser
to an ultra-low loss Si3N4 bus-ring waveguide resonator. We report
an integral 292 Hz linewidth and an Allan deviation (ADEV) of 4.9
× 10−13 at 8 ms. This is the first demonstration of an integrated
SBS laser locking to an integrated reference cavity and represents
the best laser stability demonstrated to date for all-waveguide Bril-
louin and stabilization cavities at the time of the original submission
of this manuscript. These results are an important step forward
toward demonstrating that an integrated photonic stabilized laser
with both narrow fundamental and integral linewidths is within
reach. Both integrated resonators, one employed as an active non-
linear SBS laser cavity and the other as a passive reference cavity,
are the same large mode volume (∼2 × 106 μm3) and ultra-high
Q waveguide resonator design.41 The cavities have an intrinsic
56.4 × 106 Q, corresponding to a 0.47 dB/m propagation loss with
an absorption-limited loss of 0.05 dB/m. The laser frequency noise
is stabilized in two spectral bands, with low frequency noise reduced
using PDH locking to the integrated ultra-low loss reference cav-
ity and high frequency noise reduced using the linewidth narrowing
properties of the Brillouin laser.42,43 Our approach is broadly appli-
cable to incorporate other low fundamental linewidth lasers in the
first stage2,41 including hybrid extended waveguide cavity lasers,44,45

and injection locking to high Q resonators40 and other low-loss res-
onator designs46,47 in the second stage. We compare the measured
stabilized laser frequency noise to calculated PT and TRN and show
that the stabilized laser reaches the cavity TRN noise floor down to
a 80 Hz frequency offset-from-carrier. This performance is achieved

with the resonators located in an ambient environment with simple
passive vibration damping isolation and without vacuum housing or
thermal isolation. These results demonstrate the potential to bring
PDH stabilized laser designs to photonic integrated wafer-scale com-
patible solutions, paving the way toward integrated all-waveguide
frequency stabilized lasers for AMO, atomic clocks, microwave pho-
tonics, precision spectroscopy, and energy-efficient coherent fiber
communications. A system-on-chip stabilized laser is possible with
other integrated on-chip component technologies. The nonlinear
Brillouin and ultra-low loss reference cavities can be combined
with integrated PDH locking circuits on silicon48 and lead zir-
conate titanate (PZT) based ring resonator actuators and modulators
in the ultra-low loss silicon nitride platform.49 Frequency shifting
can be realized using an on-chip lithium niobate frequency shifter
through electro-optic modulation (EOM).50 Potential applications
include microring resonator frequency combs,40,51–53 high-capacity
coherent wavelength division multiplexed communications,12,54–56

neutral atom cooling and optical clocks,1,57,58 and ultra-low phase
noise microwave signal generation.2,3

II. RESULTS
A. Stabilization with nonlinear and ultra-low
loss integrated resonators

The process of laser stabilization using nonlinear and ultra-low
loss photonic integrated resonators is illustrated in Fig. 1. The out-
put from a pump laser (PL), such as a semiconductor laser [blue
arrow in the upper part of Fig. 1(a)], has a typical Gaussian spec-
tral density SE(δν) shown in the blue curve [lower part of Fig. 1(a)].
The pump laser is frequency locked to the nonlinear waveguide res-
onator to drive the SBS lasing process and reduce the high frequency
noise.41 While the fundamental linewidth of first Stokes (S1) emis-
sion of the SBS laser is greatly reduced relative to the pump,42,43,59

thermally driven noise processes in the nonlinear cavity lead to
low-frequency noise modulation and carrier drift. The nonlinear
SBS process reduces the spectral energy in the Lorentzian wings of
the S1 line shape, as illustrated in the SE(δν) red curve. A tunable
single sideband (SSB), generated from S1 using an acousto-optic
modulator (AOM), is frequency locked to the ultra-low loss linear
resonator to reduce the close-to-carrier noise energy [Fig. 1(b)]. The
low-frequency noise in the SSB is reduced by combining frequency
discrimination and PDH locking to the ultra-low loss reference res-
onator, resulting in a narrowed Gaussian line shape at frequencies
near the center carrier frequency [green curve in Fig. 1(b)]. This
stabilized laser line shape (green curve) is also illustrated in the
frequency noise spectral density plot of Fig. 1(c). The unstabilized
pump [SE(δν), blue] high-frequency noise is directly related to its
fundamental linewidth and the energy in its line shape wings. The
Brillouin lasing action in the nonlinear resonator reduces the high-
frequency noise from blue to red (i), reducing the S1 wing spectral
energy. The curves in Fig. 1(c) are schematically represented on
a log–log plot. At mid- to low-frequencies, the S1 emission spec-
tral energy is dominated by TRN60 and PT24 noise sources in the
waveguide resonator. Technical noise sources (e.g., vibration and
environmental effects) at low frequencies contribute to the Gaus-
sian line shape (red). The TRN in the ultra-low loss stabilization
resonator is minimized by maximizing the resonator optical mode
volume, and locking is improved by increasing the resonator qual-
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FIG. 1. Illustration of laser stabilization using integrated nonlinear and ultra-low loss resonators. (a) A pump laser (blue arrow) with Gaussian spectral density SE(δν) (blue
curve) is frequency locked to a nonlinear Brillouin laser resonator. The nonlinear Brillouin process reduces the fundamental linewidth of the input pump laser, producing an
output first Stokes (S1) emission (red arrow) that has reduced spectral energy in the Lorentzian wings of the line shape SE(δν) (red curve). (b) An acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) is used to modulate a tunable single sideband onto S1 that is then frequency locked to the ultra-low loss resonator. The resonator mode volume is large and the optical
power kept to a minimum, reducing both the thermorefractive noise (TRN) and photothermal (PT) noise. (c) The frequency noise spectral energy (offset from the carrier) of
an unstabilized pump [Sf(ν) blue], reduction of the pump high-frequency noise (i) by the nonlinear resonator Brillouin action (red), and reduction of the lower frequency noise
components (ii) by locking the AOM output to the ultra-low loss cavity yielding the noise spectrum [Sf(ν) green]. Both the horizontal and vertical axes in (c) are in a logarithmic
scale.

ity factor (Q). The Brillouin output S1 is locked to the ultra-low loss
reference resonator using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) and
a high-gain PDH loop to reduce the lower frequency noise com-
ponents, resulting in a noise spectrum illustrated as green (ii) in
Fig. 1(c). The resulting stabilized line shape is characteristic of the
green curve in Fig. 1(b).

In this work, the nonlinear Brillouin laser resonator and the
ultra-low loss reference cavity are of the same design: a high-aspect
ratio silicon nitride (Si3N4) waveguide core, 7 μm wide by 40 nm
thick, designed to maximize optical mode volume and mitigate
losses from sidewall scattering.61,62 The Brillouin laser resonator
radius (11.83 mm) is designed to satisfy the phase matching con-
dition, which for this wavelength occurs at a frequency shift of
10.93 GHz,41 and is determined by the material properties and wave-
guide design. An integer multiple of the resonator free spectral range
(FSR) is aligned to the S1 frequency shift within the Brillouin gain
bandwidth, which in this case is about 150 MHz.41 The Brillouin
lasing threshold is measured to be 10.5 ± 2.2 mW. Throughout
this work, the on-chip pump power is maintained at 42 ± 2.2 mW
(four times the threshold power) for S1 to operate at just below its
clamping point (S2 threshold). The threshold behavior is discussed
in more detail in Ref. 41 and details of the resonator design and
laser characterization are given in the supplementary material and in
Refs. 41, 63, and 64.

The Q factor, optical mode volume, waveguide design, and
materials of both resonators are important factors in terms of the
Brillouin laser’s threshold power and high frequency offset from
carrier noise (modified Schawlow–Townes linewidth) and the inte-
gral linewidth and fractional frequency noise achieved with the
ultra-low loss reference cavity. Both the nonlinear Brillouin res-
onator and ultra-low loss reference resonators have an intrinsic Q of
56 ± 1 × 106 (0.47 dB/m propagation loss) and a loaded Q of
28.2 ± 0.6 × 106, which are measured using an electro-optic mod-
ulation (EOM) sideband technique (see the supplementary material,
Sec. I). Absorption of optical power within the resonators leads to
photothermal heating that can produce thermo-optic shifts in the
laser frequency. This source of noise plays a critical role at low

frequencies in the reference cavity and hence the stabilized inte-
gral linewidth.24 We measure a 0.05 dB/m resonator absorption
limited loss that accounts for 10.6% of the total loss, using a pho-
tothermal absorption technique (see the supplementary material,
Sec. IV).63,65 The nonlinear Brillouin laser resonator is operated with
S1 only emission, just below the second-order Stokes (S2) threshold,
with an on-chip pump power of 42 ± 2.2 mW, chosen to mini-
mize the S1 fundamental linewidth.41,43 This high on-chip pump
power in the nonlinear Brillouin cavity combined with the pump
laser’s relative intensity noise (RIN) induces temperature fluctua-
tions through the absorption heating effect in the nonlinear cavity,
which results in PT noise that broadens the free-running Brillouin
laser integral linewidth. The PDH lock configuration allows the
optical input power to the ultra-low loss reference cavity to be min-
imized, narrowing the laser integral linewidth to the cavity-intrinsic
TRN limit.

B. Brillouin laser stabilization
The stabilized laser experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2(a).

The nonlinear Brillouin and ultra-low loss resonators are housed
inside passive enclosures to minimize environmental fluctua-
tions, e.g., air flow in the laboratory, and each is mounted on
independent temperature-controlled fiber-coupling stages (see the
supplementary material, Sec. I, for details). Each chip is mounted
on a separate coupling stage in a separate enclosure, with its own
coupling fibers and temperature stabilization. The SBS laser out-
put power is 6 ± 1 dBm measured into the fiber (∼9 dBm on-chip
output optical power and 3 ± 1 dB fiber-to-chip coupling loss) and
then passes through an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), EOM,
AOM, and 90/10 splitter for power amplification and laser frequency
stabilization. The SBS laser output in the fiber is amplified with
an EDFA to a power level of ∼18 dBm. Taking into account the
approximate insertion losses of the EOM (5 dB) and AOM (6 dB),
the stabilized laser output power after a 90/10 splitter is ∼7 dBm
(see the supplementary material, Sec. I, for the optical powers and
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FIG. 2. Brillouin laser stabilization and frequency noise measurements and modeling. (a) A pump laser (PL) is Pound–Drever–Hall (PDH) locked to the nonlinear Brillouin
cavity to generate Brillouin first order Stokes (S1) emission. The S1 emission out of the reflection port is PDH locked to the ultra-low loss reference cavity using an acousto-
optic modulator (AOM). An optical frequency discriminator (OFD) is used to measure the laser’s frequency noise above 1 kHz frequency offset from the carrier, and a
heterodyne beatnote from photomixing the Brillouin laser and a stable reference laser (SRL) that is PDH locked to an ultra-stable ultra-low-expansion high-finesse cavity is
measured at the frequency counter (FC) for frequency noise measurements below 1 kHz frequency offset from the carrier. SRL, stable reference laser; EDFA, Erbium-doped
fiber amplifier; ULE, ultra-low expansion; OSC, oscilloscope; PD, photodetector. (b) OFD and SRL frequency noise measurements for the free-running and stabilized Brillouin
laser with the modeled photothermal (PT) noise and thermorefractive (TR) noise in the nonlinear and reference cavities and photodetector (PD) and shot noise in the PDH
lock loop. (c) Frequency noise below 10 kHz offset for the stabilized laser measured by the SRL method increases with the on-chip input power in the reference resonator, as
more on-chip input increases the temperature fluctuation variance defined as PT noise. The on-chip power for the blue, orange, and yellow curves is experimentally calibrated
to be 0, 7, and 10 ± 1 dBm.

insertion losses in the PDH lock). The free-running Brillouin S1
emission is generated by PDH locking the pump laser to the SBS
resonator. The on-chip pump power is maintained at 42 ± 2.2 mW
such that S1 operates just below its clamping point. The Brillouin
S1 emission is then modulated using an AOM driven by a voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO) and PDH locked to the reference cavity,
with an on-chip power of −10 dBm and a lock loop bandwidth of
∼20 kHz. An unbalanced fiber Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI)
with a 1.026 MHz FSR is used as an optical frequency discriminator
(OFD) to measure the frequency noise above ∼1 kHz offset from
the carrier.41,66 For frequency noise below ∼1 kHz frequency off-
set from carrier, we heterodyne the stabilized S1 with a reference
RockTM single frequency fiber laser that is PDH locked to a Sta-
ble Laser SystemsTM ultra-low-expansion (ULE) high-finesse cavity.
The reference laser has a Hz-level linewidth output at 1550 nm wave-
length, with a frequency drift of ∼0.1 Hz/s and frequency stability

of ∼10−15 at 1 s averaging time. We refer to this reference laser as
the stable reference laser (SRL) and the frequency noise measure-
ment using this laser as the SRL frequency noise measurement. The
stabilized Brillouin S1 is photomixed with the SRL output to pro-
duce a heterodyne signal that carries the Brillouin laser’s frequency
noise combined with the noise of the VCO-driven AOM. The result-
ing heterodyne signal, an ∼100 MHz beatnote, is characterized using
a Keysight 53230A frequency counter (FC) with a frequency noise
floor below 10−3 Hz2/Hz. The combination of the SRL frequency
stability below a 1 kHz offset and the frequency noise floor of the fre-
quency counter below 10−3 Hz2/Hz enables accurate measurement
of both the free-running and stabilized Brillouin laser emission at
frequencies below 1 kHz. The OFD and SRL frequency noise mea-
surements and the impact of VCO and AOM are discussed in detail
in the supplementary material, Sec. III. The laser frequency noise
measurements are shown in Fig. 2(b) yielding the free-running and
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stabilized Brillouin laser fundamental linewidths of 0.72 and 1.6 Hz,
respectively. The frequency noise spectra are plotted in Fig. 2(b)
with 60 and 120 Hz tones removed. Figure S3(c) in the supple-
mentary shows the original frequency noise spectra with the 60 and
120 Hz tones. The increase in high-frequency noise is due to added
phase noise from the VCO that in turn drives the AOM (see the
supplementary material, Sec. I, for more discussion on the VCO-
added phase noise).

The integral linewidths are calculated from the frequency noise
spectrum for the free-running and stabilized Brillouin laser. A fac-
tor of 10 decrease is measured in the stabilized linewidth over
the free-running linewidth, at 292 Hz and 3.24 kHz, respectively
(see the supplementary material, Sec. II, for the integral linewidth
calculation). The increase in the high-frequency noise in the AOM-
modulated S1 output is due to the Brillouin laser fundamental
linewidth being lower than that of the AOM and its VCO. The stabi-
lized S1 frequency noise is close to the resonator-intrinsic TRN limit
for frequencies from 80 Hz to 10 kHz, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The
overlapping ADEV shown in Fig. 3(a) is calculated from the time
trace of heterodyne frequency recorded by the frequency counter,
which for the stabilized Brillouin laser reaches a minimum of 4.9
× 10−13 at 8 ms averaging time. While the 1/π integral linewidth of
292 Hz for the stabilized laser does not take an averaging time into
account, the measured ADEV at 8 ms does, and therefore, corre-
lates the linewidth contributions at 8 ms to the integral linewidth
before the linewidth becomes drift dominated. The TRN sets a lower
limit for the stabilized ADEV at averaging times up to around 5 ms,
while, outside this range, other noise sources dominate the ADEV.
The random walk frequency noise (drift), estimated to be 10 kHz/s
over the time scale of several seconds, dominates the linewidth
at ADEV averaging times longer than 10 ms [right-hand upward
purple-dashed curve in Fig. 3(a)]. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the Fourier
transform of the SRL and the Brillouin laser heterodyne beatnote
yields linewidths of 330 Hz for the stabilized and 2.93 kHz for
the free-running Brillouin laser. These values are in good agree-
ment with our calculated integral linewidths from the frequency
noise spectrum.18 The heterodyne beatnote frequency recorded by

the counter over a 1-second period [Fig. 3(c)] shows the improve-
ment in laser frequency fluctuation when the Brillouin laser is cavity
stabilized over the free-running laser.

C. Frequency noise
The noise sources and PDH parameters determine the role that

the nonlinear Brillouin and ultra-low loss reference cavities play in
laser stabilization. The noise sources include shot noise, photodetec-
tor noise, PT noise, and TRN [see Fig. 2(b)]. The PT noise and TRN
are the dominant contributions to the thermally driven frequency
instability within both the nonlinear Brillouin and ultra-low loss
reference resonators: (i) TRN arises from fundamental thermody-
namic fluctuations of solids and (ii) PT noise is produced by thermal
fluctuations driven by power absorbed from a fluctuating optical
field.60,67 In the nonlinear resonator, the dominant noise contribu-
tion is PT noise induced by fluctuations in the high on-chip pump
power. However, in the ultra-low loss reference resonator, TRN is
the dominant noise contribution, enabling the high gain and mod-
erate bandwidth PDH loop to stabilize the laser to the TRN limit
down to about 80 Hz. The shot and detector noise in Fig. 2(b) are
below the TRN limit and are calculated using Refs. 60 and 67. The
TRN is the same for both the nonlinear and reference resonators,
as both resonators have the same physical parameters, while the PT
noise is dependent on the on-chip optical power and optical power
fluctuations. To model the PT noise, we include spatial changes in
the temperature field produced by fluctuations in absorbed power.67

The inputs to our frequency noise model include the pump laser and
Brillouin laser RIN (shown in the supplementary material, Sec. IV),
the on-chip free running Brillouin laser input pump power, the ref-
erence cavity on-chip input power, the resonator optical absorption
loss as measured by the photothermal technique, the cavity build-
up factor, and optical mode profiles.67 Our modeling shows that the
free-running Brillouin laser frequency noise at low-frequency offset
(10 Hz–10 kHz) is dominated by PT noise [orange-dashed curve in
Fig. 2(b)]. The simulation also predicts that ultra-low loss reference
cavity frequency noise is limited by the TRN [green-dashed curve

FIG. 3. Stabilized laser Allan deviation (ADEV) and linewidth. (a) The stabilized Brillouin laser reaches a minimum ADEV of 4.9 × 10−13 at 8 ms (blue lower curve) while the
free-running Brillouin laser. The overlapping ADEV is calculated from the heterodyne beatnote frequency from photomixing the Brillouin laser and the stable reference laser
(SLR) and recorded by the frequency counter. (b) The Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the heterodyne signal reveals the linewidths, with a resolution bandwidth (RBW) of
1 kHz for the orange curve and 100 Hz for the blue curve. (c) A 1-s time trace of the heterodyne beatnote frequency shows the fluctuation of the laser frequency with and
without reference cavity stabilization. The heterodyne frequency is recorded by the frequency counter with a sampling rate of 1 kHz and the center frequencies (f0) for the
orange and blue curves are ∼162 and ∼156 MHz, respectively.
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TABLE I. Comparison of stabilization using miniaturized and integrated cavities. Fundamental linewidth ΔνF and integral linewidth ΔνI .

Cavity type Bulk/integrated
Environmental

isolation ΔνF ΔνI

Allan deviation
(ADEV) Reference

WGM Bulk Vacuum housing ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 20 Hz 6 × 10−14 at 100 ms 24

Microrod Fabry–Pérot Bulk Vibration-immune ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 25 Hz 1 × 10−13 at 20 ms 25
holding structure

Microdisk, microrod Bulk Temperature control 3 Hz 87 Hz ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 26
and enclosure

Etched silica spiral on silicon ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Acoustic shielding ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Several 100 Hz 3.9 × 10−13 at 0.4 ms 30
1.6 × 10−12 at 8 ms

Waveguide microring Integrated Temperature control 160 kHz ∼1 kHz ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 31
and enclosure

Waveguide ring
resonator Integrated Temperature control 1.6 Hz 292 Hz 4.9 × 10−13 at 8 ms This work

and enclosure

in Fig. 2(b)] at a frequency offset above 10 Hz. This results in the
TRN setting the fundamental noise limit for the stabilized laser at
offset frequencies between 100 Hz and 10 kHz. To assess the effect
of on-chip power on the PT noise in the reference cavity, we vary the
fiber-coupled input power between three values: 0, 7, and 10 dBm,
and measure the frequency noise as shown in Fig. 2(c). Since the
PT noise is proportional to the square of the on-chip input power,67

limiting the chip input power to 0.1 mW will maintain TRN-limited
operation, which is consistent with the conclusion drawn from our
PT noise modeling.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We report a photonic integrated stabilized Brillouin laser,

where both the Brillouin laser and the stabilization cavity are imple-
mented in photonic integrated waveguide devices for the first time.
The laser measures a narrow 292 Hz integral linewidth with a
frequency stability of 4.9 × 10−13 at 8 ms, the lowest linewidth
and laser stability demonstrated for all-waveguide Brillouin and
stabilization cavities, at the time of the original submission of
this manuscript.

The nonlinear and reference cavity configuration reduces the
noise in frequency bands using identical 56.4 × 106 intrinsic Q pho-
tonic integrated bus-coupled microring resonators. Measurements
and simulations of the cavity frequency noise dynamics, including
the cavity-intrinsic TRN, the on-chip power fluctuation induced PT
noise, as well as the technical noise of the PDH locking loop, show
that laser emission stabilization is limited by the cavity intrinsic
TRN for frequencies as low as 80 Hz, while the ambient envi-
ronmental noise, such as the thermal drift, becomes dominant at
frequencies below 80 Hz, and the high frequency offset from car-
rier noise is determined by the Brillouin laser. A summary of these

results compared to the bulk optic and miniaturized PDH stabi-
lization approaches is given in Table I, showing that our integrated
stabilized laser performance is reaching similar performance. The
averaging time at which the minimum ADEV occurs and the fre-
quency noise and ADEV measurements relative to the cavity TRN
limit are important. For example, the jitter-dominated linewidth
reported here occurs at over an order of magnitude longer averaging
time than the jitter-dominated 0.4 ms reported in Ref. 30. Com-
paring the linewidths at 8 ms, the stabilized fiber laser fractional
frequency noise reported in Ref. 30 increases to 1.6 × 10−12, cor-
responding to a drift-dominated 310 Hz linewidth. Additionally, we
report the TRN limited performance down to 80 Hz, a measurement
that has not previously been reported for integrated stabilization
cavities.

In addition to the optical frequency noise and stability char-
acteristics, the optical output power is an important parameter for
many applications, including optical sensing and gyroscopes,4,5 opti-
cal coherent communications,13 and optical nonlinear processes,
such as microcomb generation.52 In the future, the output power
of this stabilized Brillouin laser can be increased through the inte-
gration of all components, including modulators, frequency shifters,
and splitters and combiners. Additionally, the output power of the
Brillouin laser can be increased using techniques such as higher-
order Stokes inhibition.68–70 Recently, we have demonstrated an
integrated cascade-inhibited Brillouin laser with a 2.3 mW threshold
that outputs 10 mW of optical power,70 which can eliminate the need
for optical amplifiers for this laser in future fully integrated systems.
With various other integrated on-chip component technologies such
as integrated PDH locking circuits on silicon,48 PZT actuators and
modulators in the ultra-low loss Si3N4 platform,49 on-chip lithium
niobate frequency shifter,50 a system-on-chip stabilized laser with
narrow integral and fundamental linewidths and high output power
is possible.
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The PT and technical noise in the lock loop and on-chip input
power to the reference cavity are critical factors in linewidth reduc-
tion and the Q factor is critical for both the Brillouin lasing emission
and laser stabilization. The Brillouin lasing threshold is inversely
proportional to Q2, so a higher Q lowers the Brillouin laser thresh-
old and intracavity power fluctuations, leading to reduced PT noise.
Under cavity locking, Q determines the signal-to-noise ratio in the
frequency discrimination of the laser frequency against the cavity
resonance, which is proportional to Q and the optical input power.
A high Q factor is required to tightly lock the nonlinear cavity out-
put to the reference cavity with small optical input power, such
that the PDH lock is not limited by technical noise or the PT noise
induced by the optical input power fluctuations. Under these con-
ditions, laser stabilization performance is limited by the reference
cavity itself and the environmental noise. While identical in geom-
etry and optical properties, there are differences in the thermally
driven noise processes in the nonlinear and reference cavities due
to intra-cavity power levels. This frequency noise difference can
be decreased in the future by reducing the Brillouin laser thresh-
old with increased cavity Q.64 Future improvements could include
increasing the optical mode volume by using a longer resonator.
These results show promise to integrate stabilized lasers using wafer-
scale, CMOS compatible, photonic integration, paving the way to
scale for compact precision sources for atomic and molecular scien-
tific experiments as well as enabling portable solutions for precision
applications.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

More details of the resonator design and fabrication, PDH lock
setup, frequency noise modeling, and analysis can be found in the
supplementary material.
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